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Stephen Ambrose – Founder, Chairman, President & Chief Scientist
As a teenager in the 70’s Stephen Ambrose was recording a song next
door to Johnny Cash. He had the chance to hear Johnny’s voice through
headphones and was so impressed with that sound he decided to try to
re-create it. By modifying swimmer’s earplugs with tiny speakers and
clay he had the beginnings of his in-ear monitor. This technology
represented the first time that high fidelity sound was delivered to a
sealed ear Canal. After the design was perfected Stephen toured with
many performers such as Stevie Wonder who depend on in-ear to hear
their own voice over the crowd and other musicians and also prevent
hearing loss.
For the past 4 years Asius has benefited from NSF and NIH research grants that have provided the R&D
funds for Mr. Ambrose to make important discoveries initially applied to earbuds, hearing aids and hearing
protection. He has several patents including a pioneer patent. He was voted Autodesk inventor of the year
for 2013 and is credited with enabling the Walkman technology.

Steve Lebischak – Chief Executive Officer
Prior to Asius Technologies he was CEO, and Chairman of Aero-X Golf,
Inc. makers of Polara golf products, featured on the front page of the
New York Times, Today Show, Fox News and many others. His
involvement with Aero-X began when he was a Managing Director at a
national investment bank helping owner founder technology companies
grow by raising capital, spinning out Intellectual Property, making
acquisition or being acquired. Mr. Lebischak has 15 years of experience
in program management, product and corporate development at GE
Aerospace, GM, and IBM here he developed technology-based products
and systems for the DOD and Department of Homeland Security, among
other clients.
Mr. Lebischak earned a BS degree in electrical engineering from the US Coast Guard Academy, and served
as a Coast Guard officer in Alaskan waters. He subsequently earned an MS in environmental engineering and
a second MS in management from Pennsylvania State University. Mr. Lebischak also earned an MBA in
finance from The Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania.
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